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Abstract—Blockchains have profoundly impacted finance and
administration, but there are several issues with the current
blockchain platforms, including a lack of system interoperability.
Currently used blockchain application platforms only work within
their networks. Although the underlying concept of all blockchain
networks is mainly similar, it involves centralised third-party
mediators to transact from other blockchain networks. The
current third-party intermediates establish security and trust
by keeping track of ”account balances” and attesting to the
validity of transactions in a centralised ledger. The lack of
sufficient inter-blockchain connectivity hinders the mainstream
adoption of blockchain. Blockchain technology may be a solid
solution for many systems if it grows and works with other
systems. For the multi-system blockchain concept to materialise,
a mechanism that would connect and communicate with the
blockchain systems of various entities in a distributed manner
(without any intermediary) while maintaining the property of trust
and integrity established by individual blockchains is required.
Several methods for verifying cross-chain transactions have been
explored in this paper among various blockchains. The efficient
verification of cross-chain transactions faces many difficulties,
and current research has yet to scratch the surface. In addition
to summarising and categorising these strategies, the report
also suggests a novel mechanism that gets beyond the existing
drawbacks.

Index Terms—Blockchain, interoperability, inter-blockchain
connectivity, transaction, trust, integrity, multi-system blockchain

I. INTRODUCTION

Blockchain is envisioned as a decentralised setting powered
by distributed ledger technology [1], [2]. However, it is not a
cumulative environment. Many blockchains are available, but
their ecosystems are separate from one another [3], [4]. Because
each chain was developed with a particular use case in mind, it
has its unique strengths, weaknesses, and degrees of decentrali-
sation [5]. For instance, a blockchain’s level of decentralisation
and security may be compromised if its objective is to boost
transaction throughput. Blockchains cannot communicate with
one another since they are mainly isolated from one another
[6]. Thus, the strength of one chain nor the advantages of
another chain can be used to compensate for the weaknesses
of one link. Due to this isolation, the potential and value of
the blockchain industry are fragmented, which worsens the
user experience and prevents industry growth [7]. Cross-chain
technologies may be helpful here. It is the crucial component
needed to increase communication across blockchains. Cross-
chain architecture, which enables two or more blockchains

to trade off their effectiveness, decentralisation, feature set,
and security, facilitates interoperability [8]. This can improve
the chain’s efficiency, reduce fragmentation, and facilitate the
movement of users and features between other blockchains
[9]. As more companies, startups, and big businesses use
blockchain technology, they realise that no blockchain protocol
can exist or function at its best in complete exclusivity [10].
As an analogy, email services could be considered, which
would be rendered almost useless if they didn’t allow inter-
communication between different mail service providers. The
same interoperability phenomena also contribute to operating
system effectiveness. The same is true for blockchain ecosys-
tems: interoperability, or the capability to efficiently transport
data and exchange information between any blockchain, is
crucial. By developing and deploying interoperable blockchain
platforms, cross-chain technology aims to improve blockchain
communication [11]. As the blockchain sector expands, new
blockchain protocols are being developed, each with a unique
strategy, new consensus techniques, and a new set of capabilities
to host multiple applications [12]. However, they cannot scale to
the next level because of the isolation required by blockchain’s
underlying architecture [13]. As a result, they all expand
simultaneously and are unable to scale. As a result, various
ecosystems are produced that cannot coexist. Because it has
the potential to encourage interoperability between blockchains,
cross-chain technology is significant [14]. Interoperability
between blockchains is necessary to get around the constraints
of blockchain protocols and achieve higher scalability, quicker
block times, and more robust security [15]. Interoperability
will also lower the operational costs related to blockchain
technology [16]. The list of blockchain limitations caused by
inadequate or nonexistent interoperability is below.

• Bitcoin users cannot use their digital assets within the
Ethereum DeFi ecosystem since there is no direct com-
patibility between Bitcoin and Ethereum [18].

• Consumers cannot convert BTC to ETH without using
a centralised cryptocurrency exchange due to a lack of
compatibility [19].

• Although USDT is supported by both Ethereum and
Binance Smart Chain, it cannot be sent directly from
the Ethereum blockchain to Binance Smart Chain, or any
other blockchain [20].



TABLE I: Comparative Analysis of Commercial Projects

Source
Information Cosmos Metronome Republic BarterDex

Architecture

A common hub
blockchain connects
a large number of
different blockchains

Employs a single chain
architecture

Order matching protocol that deploys a
smart contract on the Ethereum network
that organises nodes in a network topology
that makes attacking unfeasible

BarterDex combines order
matching, transaction clearing,
and liquidity provisioning

Methodology
for cross-chain
transaction

Uses IBCBlockCom-
mitTx and IBCPacketTx
transactions to transfer
data between two
blockchains

Destroys tokens in a way
that can be verified using
a straightforward proof-
of-exit receipt

Uses the Shamir Secret Sharing Scheme to
split up transactions into a vast number of
pieces, the majority of which must be put
back together again in order to reconstruct
the original sequence

Enables order matching
to enable cross-chain
conversion of tokens and coins,
including Simple Payment
Verification(SPV)[17], Electrum
and other Bitcoin protocol coins

Limitations

Can only enable zone-
to-zone interoperability;
other third-party
blockchains are not
supported

When scaled to a higher
volume of transactions,
inefficient

Supports only Ethereum-to-x and x-to-
Ethereum transactions

Does not consider the existence
of duplicate NFTs

• Blockchain researchers intend to integrate Blockchain into
the conventional banking system. The goal of blockchain
researchers is to incorporate blockchain technology into
the current banking system. The creation of an effective
solution will be hampered by the lack of interoperability,
though, because if two banks use different blockchains,
it would be challenging, if not impossible, to perform
transactions between their bank accounts. Blockchain in
the financial sector would result in a less connected system
and a more fragmented without interoperability [21].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Both academic and commercial research has been done on
cross-chain transaction techniques.

A. Commercial Projects

The following is a summary of commercial projects that are
underway at the moment:

• Cosmos: Cosmos uses a state-of-the-art design with
numerous autonomous blockchains called zones. However,
Cosmos Hub is the name of the first zone. Other zones
can be connected to the hub to extend its range. Hubs
can keep up with the status of each zone. This is because
zones always send block commits to the hub and vice
versa. However, zones do not know the state of other
zones. Additionally, two Merkle trees (IAVL Merkle Tree
and Simple Merkle Tree) are kept up to date. A Simple-
Tree is unbalanced and tracks a fixed list of elements.
IAVLTree provides persistent storage of key-value pairs
for the application state and enables rapid generation
of deterministic Merkle root hashes. Inter-blockchain
communication (IBC) occurs when the hub and zones
communicate. IBCBlockCommitTx and IBCPacketTx are
two different types of transactions that make up the IBC
protocol. Using IBCBlockCommitTx, the blockchain can
indicate the latest block hash to any observer. IBCPacketTx
enables blockchain to indicate to observers that the sender
sent a particular packet. By splitting the IBC mechanism
into two different transactions, the receiving chain’s native
fee market mechanism can control which packets are

committed (i.e., acknowledged) but not sent. The ability
to control the number of outgoing packets a side chain is
allowed is not limited. [22]

• Metronome: When a cross-chain transaction starts, the
metronome ends with a receipt and discards the token
from the source chain in a presentable way. The target
blockchain can then use the receipt (simple Merkle proof)
[23].

• Republic: As a new way of cross-chain transactions,
the Republic protocol builds a dark pool of his DEX
based on Ethereum using atomic swaps. By adopting
Shamir secret sharing technology, the inside and outside
of cross-chain transactions and the types of assets cannot
be discovered from separated nodes. Transactions are split
into many fragments, most of which must be recombined
to reconstruct the order. Additionally, it leverages Registrar
Ethereum smart contracts. This places nodes in a network
topology that makes it impossible for an attacker to find
a connected node for a particular transaction [24].

• Barter DEX: His BarterDEX, a Komodo project, uses
liquidity nodes for order matching, atomic swaps, and
peer-to-peer protocols for trading partner negotiation and
settlement. BarterDEX uses an atomic swap protocol with
two players. A liquidity taker (Alice) and a liquidity
provider (Bob). Alice initiates an atomic swap and must
pay her dexfee, which is 1/777th of the transaction amount.
Liquidity providers also require deposits to ensure the
completion of the protocol. It, therefore, acts as a market
maker on the Komodo platform and provides liquidity for
cross-chain trading [25].

B. Academic Projects

On the academic side, Token Atomic Swap Technology
(TAST) has published several white papers incrementally
improving various cross-chain transaction technologies.

• TAST’s purpose is to explore various techniques within
blockchain interoperability platforms to allow assets to
move freely between many blockchains in real time
without the risk of losing money. TAST also aims to



TABLE II: Comparative Analysis of Academic Projects

Source
Information Michael Borkowski, TAST (2014) Borkowski et al., TAST (2019)

Research topic

Examines various methods for achieving blockchain interoperability
and builds a model of what a perfect cross-chain token should look
like. Examples of projects that support cross-chain transactions in
part include Metronome, BarterDex, etc.

A claim-first cross-chain transaction paradigm and a cross-
blockchain proof challenge.

Findings A number of commercial projects, including Metronome and Barter-
Dex, exist that only partially support cross-chain transactions.

Demonstrates that it is impossible to compute a full-scale
cross-chain transaction verification in real-world circumstances.
Additionally, it simulates a cross-chain claim-first transaction
model that uses eventual consistency rather than immediate
consistency.

Limitations Lacks a specific mathematical model for cross-chain transactions. Cannot be extended to NFTs

Fig. 1: The NFT is written onto one of the blockchains (Blockchain B in this case).

create an interoperable platform by launching a cross-
blockchain token called PAN [26].

• The cross-blockchain proof problem states that data
recorded on one blockchain cannot be verifiably recog-
nized on another blockchain. TAST has shown through
the rooted blockchain lemma that cross-blockchain proofs
are not viable for practical reasons. They also introduced
a new type of asset transfer called Claims First Transfer.
For this type of transaction, the CLAIM transaction is
reserved first. This will ensure that assets exist on both
blockchains at the same time. However, a valid billing
transaction contains data that allows anyone to create
his corresponding SPEND transaction. This behaviour is
also facilitated by defining rewards for booking SPEND
transactions. The only way the system could lead to
eventual discrepancies is not to post a SPEND transaction,
but this is not believed to be a realistic scenario due to
the large number of willing nodes participating. It also
mitigates various challenges, such as double spending and
double breaking [27].

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

Existing approaches for cross-blockchain transaction valida-
tion have a significant downside. SPV-based solutions succeed
with fungible goods (like bitcoin tokens) but fail with non-
fungible ones (such as NFTs). Non-fungible items cannot be
kept from being duplicated across different blockchains.

First, all the blockchains under consideration would be linked
so that each acts as a notifier and a listener, according to the

scenario. Now when an NFT is published on one blockchain
(let us say blockchain B), this NFT would first be verified on
blockchain B. Once this NFT has been successfully published
onto blockchain B, this blockchain would now act as a notifier
and notify all the other blockchains, which would act as
listeners, about this NFT (Fig. 1).

Blockchain B announces this NFT to other blockchains by
sending a hash containing only enough information to prove
that this NFT exists on Blockchain B. This hash is verified
on every other blockchain and written to the ledger. This hash
acts as a lock in the lock-and-key mechanism. Because when
a user tries to publish the same NFT on another blockchain,
the hash already present on that blockchain (which, in this
case, acts as a lock) informs the chain that the NFT exists on
another blockchain. Validation for that transaction fails and
guarantees that the transaction will fail (Fig.2).

Now, if an NFT of blockchain B needs to be transferred to
another blockchain D, that NFT is first burned on blockchain
B. Burning an NFT produces two hashes: One acts as a lock
on Blockchain B, and the other is used as a key to unlock the
lock already present on Blockchain D (Fig. 3). The hash that
acts as the key contains the rest of the information that is not
present in the lock hash. This combined lock and key hashes
contain all the information about the NFT.

When this key hash is written to blockchain D, it is checked
against the lock hash that already exists on blockchain D. The
key hash unlocks the lock hash, both are burned, and a new
hash containing all the information about the NFT is generated
and written to blockchain D. Note that the lock hash and key



Fig. 2: Blockchain B notifies all the other blockchains that are linked to it. The hash which is written onto the other blockchains
contains only enough information to prove the existence of that NFT (This will act as a lock).

Fig. 3: When the NFT needs to be transferred from one Blockchain to another, it will be burned from blockchain B and two
hashes would be generated: one which would now act as a lock on blockchain B, and another which would be used to as a key
to unlock the lock which is already the present on blockchain D

Fig. 4: The key will be matched with the lock on blockchain D. If they both match, the NFT will be written onto blockchain D.



hash are interdependent and do not have independent values
(Fig. 4).

This entire process is much more efficient and secure than
SPVs and other similar processes, as we never send all the
information about an NFT at once. At every step, we always
pass information in fragments between blockchains. These
fragments have no meaning or value independently of each
other.

IV. RESULTS

Halo-2 [28] is the method suggested to demonstrate to a
blockchain that a token has been burned. The inner product
argument, a polynomial commitment mechanism used in Halo
2, eliminates the requirement for a trusted setup, unlike other
Zero-knowledge proofs like Zk-SNARKS [29].

The burning of a token should be verified by a program
PB on a blockchain B. PB can now be converted to a
PLONKish circuit [30] L which can further be converted
into a polynomial g(x) where x belongs to a group H . The
polynomial commitment scheme for a polynomial g(x), where
x belongs to group G, works as follows: A vector V, which is
a vector of random group elements and a vector b consisting
of the coefficients of g(x) are taken. The Pedersen [31] vector
commitment P is calculated for H to the coefficients of g(x).

P =< b,H >= Commit(g(x)) (1)

A power vector of x, b also exists:

c = (1, x, x2, ..xn) (2)

In this setup, it is to be proven that vector b evaluates to u at
point x, or in other words, the inner product of b and c would
result in u.

u =< b, c > (3)

Here P and u are related as:

P =< b,H > +[r]J (4)

Where J is a vector of random group elements representing a
shift.

Since Halo-2 is a recursive protocol, the Pedersen vector
commitment Pk for the kth iteration ranging from 1 to log(n)
is given by:

Pk = P + [v]W [32] (5)

Where W is a random sample from a group H .
All blockchains henceforth mentioned are assumed to be

probabilistic interactive Turing machines. Let there be n
blockchains B1, B2, ...Bn. At the kth round, b, c and H are
split into lo and hi halves. A random challenge vk is introduced,
and the vectors are compressed by adding the left and right
halves separated by vk:

b(k−1) = vk.b
(k)
lo + v−1

k .a(k)hi (6)

c(k−1) = v−1
k .c(k)lo + vk.c

(k)
hi (7)

H(k−1) = [v−1
k ]H(k)

lo + [vk]H
(k)
hi (8)

Equation Pk−1 can be written as, using the compressed vectors:

Pk−1 =< b(k−1),H(k−1) > +

[< b(k−1), c(k−1) >]W (9)

Expressing the compressed Pk−1 equation in terms of the
original vectors, the following is obtained:

Pk−1 =< vk.b
(k)
lo + v−1

k .b(k)
hi ,

[v−1
k ]H(k)

lo + [vk]H
(k)
hi > +[< vk.b

(k)
lo +

v−1
k .b(k)

hi , v
−1
k .c(k)lo + vk.c

(k)
hi >]W (10)

Breaking this down into simpler products:

Pk−1 =< blo,Hlo > + < bhi,Hhi > +

v2k < blo,Hhi > +v−2
k < bhi,Hlo > +

[< blo, clo > + < bhi, chi >]W+

[v2k < blo, chi > +v−2
k < bhi, clo >]W

= Pk + [v2k]Fk + [u−2
k ]Sk (11)

Pk−1 is the sum of Pk and the cross-terms Fk, and Sk(with
coefficients from the round challenge vk).

Creation of a token:
Arithmetization of the programme P , which confirms the
burning of a token on a blockchain, would be required to
create a token T in a blockchain Bi. The resulting arithmetic
circuit can then be encoded into a polynomial g(x), where
x is a member of an arbitrary finite group H . The host Bi

delivers (G), which acts as the lock for the tokens after f(x)
has been obtained.

Cross-chain transaction of a token:
The token is burned after a cross-chain transaction is started
from the host blockchain Bi to a target blockchain Bt. The
prover delivers L and R to the verifier, who can verify the
token burn to the target blockchain with a communication
complexity of 2k + 1 = O(k) terms[28]. A new token is
minted onto the target blockchain where the successful
verification has already occurred after this unlocks the lock
and releases the lock.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our system has no known security flaws,
is quantum-secure, and state-of-the-art enough to support
any number of blockchains, independent of their underlying
architecture. Additionally, it is decentralised and independent of
third parties. Our method also expands cross-chain transactions
to hitherto unexplored NFTs, solving the issue of having
numerous chains with identical NFTs of the same physical item.
Currently, NFTs that have already been copied on many chains
are incompatible with our concept. Additionally, submitting
locks to numerous blockchains can be expensive. Incentives
that make blocking transactions more profitable as well as
strategies for getting rid of redundant NFTs may be the subject
of future research.
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